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ABSTRACT

,During the past several years, there has been an increased interest in

energy related topics." This.interest is apparent 'In both tide, professional

journal& and in the popular news media. Many science teachers are
.

including energy related lessons. in their curriculum, and-the Department

f Energy is allocating significant sums of money to help increase the

public's awareness of energy:related topics, OrobJems, and-possible

alternitivesava4llable to the consumer.
%."/

The purppse of this study wasNto investigate the enerm rrelated

c

attit..:de: of several different groups of science students arid- science

5
. t);_ith before arid after working' with an energy-environment

zimu7atc..? fcrapproximately one hOur. The simu lator used in this study

w.s a portatle, anaogue 'computer designed to increase the student-4s

ielatjonsnjps wtrich exist among several different

re7ating to energy demands and. the effect. that these demands

h ve upon tte resources and the environment,

;-. ;roL4;.s- of science students and in-service-teadhersvre

;:din5:t..,'c':;mr-.e a snort Likert-tm,guestionnaire deSigned to test their

.,f
.

zttitudn toward enerr! related -Ordblems,-The students were 'then exposed
._ .

to a brief lectwz2/demanstr'atian whic utilizOd the time machine" to
.

/

,

, %w-
:s

focus upon variables such as the world's energy resources, the demandse.
:

,

plecsd upon these resources-by the various countries, and the
. rc

.

en;ilonmental iftact of tnese demands. 'The class was then.sub-divided .

-.....--/

.into si.x groups and each group was giVen.a lap board containing twenty-tw

1
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\-control knobs which permitted lidknt i teractionwith the computer. The

students werg_then instructed to make what they ielt would be appropriate

decisions relating to energy use and production. The computer was then

activated and several variables such as population growth, personal energy

use, and the Ktribution of natural resources began to interact based upon

decisions made by the studentsi A digital counter indicated the number

of elapsed years, and lights and buzzers served as monit9rs ofhe

available respurces...Jhe- simulation terminated when the non-renewable
."1

fossil fuels were depleted, and the number of elapsed years indicated the

degree to which the class was successful in "running the world".

The results of this study suggested that the energy-environmental

r_

a

'simulator' was respohible, at least in part, for attitudinal changes in
\\/

several different groups of science students and in-service teat(Ahers.

One significant aspect of this study was to-demonstrate 11 value of

'using this type of simulator in helping to create an academic environment

conducive to thgl,study and'discussion of energy relitpd topics and

problems.

INTRODUCTION

.&
During the past several years there has been an increased interest in

energy related topics. This 'interest is apparent in both_the professional

journals and in the p9opu(lar-news nedia Many'scieriae teachers are including

/
energy related lessons in their curriculum, and the Department of Enqrgy'

is allocating signifiCant'sums'of money to help increase the public's

awareness of energy related topic, problems, and possible alternative



available to the consumer.,

Most of the public programs and,scfence syllabi use

education (as opposed to propaganda Or other aleernatives) as tile primary

means_of increasing knowledge and4or attitudes. This approach is reinforced

. by Nelson (1) who writes that education is the most effective means -

available to us of
/
changing values and attitudes to create a new

environmental citizenship, in which man will.come to understand his role

;

and responsibility as a custodian of life on this earth. Iltan.article

concerning three energy-related issues (pollution, energy- resource

a ion, and human popuiltion density), Whiting (2) also mentions

the mportance of education and knowledge as being part of the energy

crisis solution. I
In a study of environmental knowledge and attitudes, Rainey and

Rickson (3) discuss the moderating influnce of education (knowledge) upon

O

attitudes. They also suspect that the relationship between knowledge and

attitudes is confounded by the stage at which social ffiavement is found:to be.

Several different educational approaches life been used as a means of

changing attitudes. A recent study by was conducted to determine

whether value sheets' (short-lessons accompanied by a series of perso lly

tnvclving questions) cause high school Students to change their expression
cc

of selected environmental attitudes. He concluded that the valueesheets
- I

did not change the attitudes of the students in the:experimental groups

as measured by the attitude survey instrument used. He also founethat

the pretest was a signifitant learning experience for the experimental

,group and the control group in 10 out of 32 items-on the attitude survey.
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Crater (5) examined the influence of a summer
0
institute upon attitudes

relating to nuclear energy. Specifically, he studied the opinions of 23

high ability science students while they were attendinga summer program

o in Nuclear and Environmental Science. He also surveyed an additional 27

students attending a similar program in mathematics. He used a Likert-type

summated rating scale to survey the students' attitudes ofnuclear science

both before and-after attending the summer program. HiS findings _indicated

that, in genera}, these students were very optimistic about the future as

it relates- o nuclear science. An earlier study-of the same general topic

by Crater (5) detected a great deal of_uncertainty and ambivaleht attitudes

on the part of college students. Another findingin Crater's later study

was that an increase in knowledge ofhuclear energy was not accompanied

by either a favorable or unfavorable change in attitudes.

Ore particular program of the U.S. Department of Energy is called,

"Citizen's Workshops on Energy and the Environment". It is'this program,
.

and its effects, upon people's attitudes which forms the basis if this study.

The Citiien's Workshops are-a4esigned to acquaint the public with the

cbmp7exittes of the-energyenvi ment situation, and they have also been

used effectively at, in-servit teacher workshops' and in science classes at

both the high school and college level. Fail° and Dunlop (7) reported

cognttivlecore gains for college students exposed to.a series of six
/

energy - related lectures which utilized the Department-of Energy's workshop,

as the ba is-for the lectures.

As'stated in the'Citizen's-WorkshOp Handbook (8), the participants
y.

are given an opportunity to face, an a simulated situation, the same kinds,

a
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of decisions encountered by real-life policy makers, and to learn more about

the complex relationships among energy demands, energy supplies, and

environmental pollution. This activity is accomplished through the use of

an analogue computer which is designed to serve as an energy-environment

simulator. The simulator has been likened to a time machine which allows

time to pass at a rate equivalent to 100 years per minute of actual time.

The participants decide upon levels of energy production and utilization.,

The objects of the simulation, as in real life, are to maintain an adequate

supply of energy for as long a period of time as possible and to keep the

environment as clean as possible.

In addition to-the.time clock, the simulator utilizes the functional

areas of energy supply, energy pools, energy demands, and environmental

impact. Further, the participants must-make decisions relating to population

growth rates, food production, and personal energy demands. These 31

variables are manipulateeby the participants from remote panels which

are distr*ibuteo throughout the room. There are an in inite number of

,outcsmes to each simulation, and it is Probable t no two groups,will

vi:_rt- reach the same results. A diagram of the energy-environment

simulator's front panel is- included as Appendix A.

OBJECTIVES

y
co

The main objectives of this study were to examine six energy-related

attitudes (opinions),held by students and teachers and to then investigate

--& effects, if any, of an energy-environment simulator upon these attitudes.,
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The problem'was examined in terms of the following null hypotheses:

1. There is no significant differenCe between the mean opinion

scores of senior high science teachers before and after

working with an energy-environment simulator..

.2. There is no s i gnlfizant d.ifference between the mean

opinion scores of elementary teachers beforeand after

working with an energy-environment simulator.

3. There is no significant difference between the mean

.

opinion scores of elementary edudation majors before 41r

and after working with an ehergy-environment simulator.

4. There is no sigh+cant difference between the mean

opinion scores of arts and science students before and

after working with an energy-simulator.

5. There is no significant difference between the mean

opinion scores of elementary teachers and secondary

teachers pridr to working with an energy-enVironment

simulator.

_There is no significant differende between the mean

opinion scores of elementary teachers and secondary

teachers after working with-aa-epergy-environment simulator.

In'addition, the following research questions were examined:

1., What is the general opinion of students and teachers as

measured by the six selected energy-related statements?

2. When'people do change their opinions (attitudes) after

working with an energy-envi onment simulator, what are



the probabilities associated with these types of changes?

ti

3. What type of response do people give when asked to summarize

their point of view concerning the energy situation?

DESIGWAND PROCEDURES

Since a primary goal of this study was to investigate changes in

energy-related attitudes resultiQg from a persons intefaction with an

energy-environment simulator, it was necessary to develop a mechanism

to obtain the required data. After a consUferation o. the time constraints

generally associated with the simulator workshops, it was decided that a

short opinion survey would best fit the needs of the study. _

Originally this survey contained four Likert-type statements and one

open-ended questIon;. -..owaver, it was soon expanded by adding two additional

statements. The six statements were selected because of their general

nature and becau-se of their close relationship to the concepts comprising

t!.,e imulation. T? .ace ozai-ementc include such things as the influence of

pocl!latin t7rowth rates Upon energy-related problems, the rate, of
,

tech-clooic_ development, the role cf coal in helping to overcome an

energy shortace, America's use of wo71Siide energy resources, and the

existence of ar energy prob7am in the wo ld today. (A copy of the entire

survey is included as _Append4:.4 B.)

After the survey instrument was developed and tested, several citizen's

wnrkshops were identified sc that the participants would include elementary

teachers, secondary, science teachers, elementary.majors, and arts and

science majors. Each workshop lasted approximately one hour. At the
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beginning of the hditTr, each participant was asked to respond to the survey.

The next 15 minutes involved an-introduction to the operation of the

simulator (analogue computer) followed by approximately 15 minutes of

demonstrations. The remainder of the hour was used by'fgilftglcipants to

interact, within a semi-structured setting, with tne simulator.

o Interaction wavaccomplished by the use of "lap boards" which

ti

contained several of the computer's essential controls. Approximately

4-6 students shared each lap board and each of these groups represented

a "country". Each group was free to manipulate the 31 energy-related \,.4

variables as it deemed necessary. Through the use of long extension

cords these. lap boards were "plugged into" the computer which reacted

according. to the sum cf the demands placed upon it by .the "countries":

At the end of the hour, each participant was again asked to complete

the opinion survey. Codes and/or names were used so that pre and post

data could be matched for any given individual. The sign test as ,

described by Siegel (9) was used to jet:ermine the probabilities associated

with the changes 8f group attitudes,and t-tests were used to compare mean

,scores of several groups.

RESULTS

The data in Table 7 was gathered prior to any treatment, and it may

be used to answer research question number one. It may be seen from this

table that 96% of the people surveyed either agree or strongly lae that

there is an energy problem existing in the world today. The data also

indicate that most (88%) cf the pecp:e feel that there7is something that
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the average consumer can do to help reduce such a problem. However, the

people do not seem to understand the role of population growth rates -upon

the energy situation nor do they understand the time frame needed for new

technology (aft current rates of development) to become available on a

large scale.

The sign-test data in Table 1 are useful in examining the second

research question which deals with the probabilities associated with an,

opinion change once such a change occurs. When examining the data by

group, one can see that group two (elementary teachers) has the greatest

significance associated with their attitude -es. One can also ee

that the attitude changes related to Likert-stdtements one and three

have greater significance than do the changes related to the other

statements.

When asked to summarize their point cf view ccncerning the energy
-

situation, (research question number three) most of the respondants gave

a. view which was judged to be a "6:_l,tive" attitude. For the per- :;,se

of this study a "positive" atttale was defined as one which would support

sounti conservaticr practices or was, in general, one which would recognize

the energy prob7em and makes 4ommen s ab.o9t working towar- improvement

of the situation. Althougk: tare re some extreme answers -uch as,

"Energy will' last forever" "Pie technology-of o.2.- times.has provided us

With enough energy to last inby lifetime, and so : am not worried , the

majority of the responses,were sikilar to the following 1) The fact exists

that we. are going to rut out of foss'il fuels, so we need to deveop an

alternative source of energy" 2) "I fee-that the energy problem which
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,exists must be solved bY cooperation between the average consumer and the

big business com ex " ) "More people need to be made aware of the energy

situation from a Otral oint of viewq..

An analysis of each individual's "before" and "after" view of the

energy situation indicated th t a great majority (over 90%) of the people

do not change their general view, even though they-may have drastically

changed their view of a specific issue as measured by their responses to

the Likert-type statements. Por those individuals who did change their

general view, the change was frequently in a "positive" direction. The

sign test probability associated with this change Was 0.109.

The data in Tables 2-5 may be used to investigate the first four

null hypotheses. These'hypctheses are all relating to attitude changes as

the result of working with the energy-environmental simulator. With the

exception of the elementary teachers. who had significant ore -post opinion,

changes for each Likert-type statement, the rejection.of the "null hypothesis

will depend upon which specific attitude (Likert-type statement) is being.

considered., However, if one exam-:nelz the twenty passible cases (totals

frsm Tables 2-5)it may be seer tt.at significant attitude changes occured in

fourteen instances.(70%)"-

Hypotheses 5 and 6 compare elementary and secondary teachers with respect

to their attitudes both before and after working with the energy-environment

simulator. The data from Table6 does not permit the rejection of either

of the last two hypotheses.

-
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a
..TABLE 1 - Sign Test Probabilities associated with the opinion, chae* of -

-\''' lour groups of people:for each of six Likert-type statements: ..- -
..

-
, . 4 , I

Senior 'High e Elementary
-Li 1iert .Statethent Science Teachers

Teachers (7-12) (K-6)

_ -

.062. %.002

.344 4.006

3 to .008-

4 .500

5 No Data*

--No Data*6

:>:. .001

.048

Elementary
Science - Arts & Science
Methods College
Students Stddents

Small n

.363

.006

Small n

No Data* .274

No Data* .006

.018 7
\

-.254

.291

.00B

*Statements' 5 and 6 were nrA included in this survey.

4
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_ TABLE 2 - Paired t values'calculated from pre and post-treatment opinion
surveys for Senior High Science Teachers

\4

'. group ;--

& x - s -. t
r

Pre

-Post
. .

17

17

Statement Number One.

4.4t
64_1

, 4.71 .47 3.35*

Pre

_PoA-;\

17

17

Statement NumberIt
-4

.2:41 --

2.35

0.94

1.17 0.94

Statement Number Three

17 s 2.82 1.24
1

17 2.35 1.11 2.95*

'Statement NuMber Four

'17 , 2.59 1.12

17 2.65 1.73 0.72

*p < .05 (one-tailed test)

14 a

a
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TABLE 3 - Paired t values calculated froti pre and post-treatment opinion
surveys for Elementary Teachers. -'

Statement Number One

Pre -.43 4.23-,

POst 43 4.53

0.72

0.63 3.18*

Statement Number Two. /
Pre 43 2.23 1.00.

Post -43 1.98 1.08 2.01*

Pre
I

.

Post

43

43

Statement Number Three

t .00

2.02

1.07.

0.83 6.2,6*

StateMent Number Four,

P ..e

Pre r 43 \ 2:471' 1.20

...- AP

Post 4 2:07 1.16 2.42*

*p < .05 (one-tailed test)
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TABLE 4 7 Paired t values calculated from pre and post-treatment opinion
.. surveys- for Elementary Science Methods Students.

`.....__,Goup 7 s ,

.1/
jr- Statement Number One

Pre

Post

19'

19

4.58 - 0.51 -

4.79 Q.42 2.19*

,
\'..tatement:,Number Two

pre 39. 1.63 0.60

A Posty 19 1.68 0.95 0.22

Statement NuMber Three

--)

Pre 19 2.53. Q.96

Post 19 1.79 0.92 2.58*

Statement Number Four

Pre 19 2.00 0.82

Post 19 1.74 0.73 04*

'Statement Number Five
,

Pre '19 4.11 0.94

Post 19 4-05 1.03 0.20

Statement Number Six

.Pre 19 '3.11 1.05

' Post 19 2.16 0.96 /-Ar. 3.51*

*p, < .05 (one-tailed test
4

16
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TABLE 5{ Paired t values calculated from pre and post-treatment opinion
surveys for Arts and Scierice college students:

Group S

a

Statement Nuthber One

Pre 25 4.08, 0.76

25 4.40 0%71 2.32* ,

Pre: 125

Post -25

. I

Pre 25

Post 25

Pre 25

Post 25

Pr6 25

Post 25

Pre 25

Post 25

Statemeni.Number Two

1:92 0.81

1.80. 0.65 .1.00

)

Statement Number Three

3.36

42.68 1.03 2.80*

StateMenS;Num er Four

t.12 0.97

2.08 1.00 0.00

Statement Numb r Five

4.16 0.75

4.64 0.49 2.86*

sSiatement Number Six

2.64

2.24.

0.86

0.66 1.85*

*p < .05

17
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TABLE 6- A summgry of t values for the opinion 'survey comparisons
N?

.,

N? between Elementary and Second a7 Teachers.
5

-'' - Pre-Treatmene-
Elementary Teichers (n=43) Secondary= Teachers (n=17)

Statement x' s x s *t-value

1 4.23 4.410.72
..-

0.51 1.09

2 2.2.3 1.00.. 2.41 - 0.94 0.66

3

\
3.00 1.07 2.82 1.24 0.53

° 4 2.47 1.20 2.59 1.12 0.37

Post-Treatment

1 4:53 0.63 4.71.'

e

0.47

2 1.98 1.08 2.35 ,1.17 1.13

3 2.02 0.83 2.35 1.11

4. 2.07 1.16 ` 2.65 1.73 1.27

*p <.-.05 when > 2.07
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TABLE 7 - A summary of-the responses made by approximately 130 people
to six Likert-type statements.

Statement

% Disagree or % Agree or
Strongly % No Strongly

Disagree Opinion 'Agree.

1; There is an energy problem exist- t 3 1 96'

ing in the world,today. . e
----,

Even if an energy problem exists, 88 11
,

there is very.little that the . J-
.aver.age consumer can do to help i i

reduce the problem. .
- .

.

3. At-current rates of research and 34 16 50

development, new technology will
.

soon (25 years or less) provide
us with safe, large-scale .
solutions to the much discussed
energy problem.

,

6 '
4. Population growth rates have only 69 1

- 30

, a influence on energy-related

robpems. ,

,

4

5. Americans use more than their
, 11 21 84

"fair share" of the world's

energy resources.
1 .4

,6. The use of coal 'Could be a long- 43 ;.,14 43

term solution,to the energy problem.

sr

7 1



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
so

The focus of this study

groups of people (elementary

majors, and arts and science
o

has been upon the changes of attitudes of four

teachers, secondary science teachers, elementary'''.

majors) after ha g wor with anlnergy-
,-

environment simulator fop- approximately one hour.

The data indicate that significant changes do occur as a result.ofithe.

one hour presentation. Since the simulator Was the focus of theipresentation,

it is reasonable to conclude that it was responsible, at least in part, for

the attitudinal changes which occured. As Quinn (4) demonstrated, the use

of a pretest may itself become part of the learning experien". However,

pilot studies have indicated that this is not a major factor in this study.

Further, Crater (5) has demonstrated that an increase in knowledge does not

automatically result in increases or decreases in attitude scores. In fact,

he reported that an increase in knowledge of nuclear energy was not

accompanied by either a favorable or unfavorable change in attitude.

The data also suggest that when examining attitudes it is necessary to

distinguish betwegn a_general-attitude And a Oecific'attitude relating to

a very narrow topic. In this'-study the treatmentdid not cause any

significant changes in general attitudes; howevpr, changes in attitudes*
/

relating tospecific issues after the treatment' were very common. Further,

the sign test data suggest that the probabilities associated with opini4

changes are closely related to the nature of.the specific issue.

As pointed out in the results, the elementary teachers had the greatest

significance associated with their attitude changes. The:reason for this is

not certain; however, it has been suggested that familiarity with the issues

may be an important factor. Future studies,W will investigate-this general

20

N.
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question.

Although many of the elementary teachers taught some science,, they

dj.dnot consider themselveS science teachers. For the most part, their

science background was limited to one or two science courses which they

`took in college. The secondary teachers were all certified 'to teach,science,

and their background in'that area was extensive. It was interesting to note

that even with this major differences the treatment had virtually the same

effect upon both groups ofteachers. Further, their pre-treatment attitudes

were not significantly different nor were their post-treatmentdattitudes

significantly different from each other. If this "trend" (to affect people

with significantly different backgrounds in science in much-the same manner)

"continues, it would increase the potential use of this type of presentation.

Finally, thejata indicate that teachers and College students are very

:.aware of the energy problem. Further,-they feel that individuals can be

part of the solution. It would appear that these-groups of people could

be of great service to the country by "spreading the word". However, many

of them (even'the science teachers) have attitudes which suggest the need

for additional training in the area of energy-environment problems and
*"+,

Ipossible solutions. One possible method of achieving this end would be

through the use of an energy-environment simulator in an expanded training

session. Additional thought toward this and other approaches is recommended.

Appendix C contains the names of people in your area to contact for a

sentation and/or demonstration.

7'
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Male Female Science Teacher?

ENERGY OPINIONS

Instructions: For each statement please circle the term which best describes the
degree to which you agree or disagree with the statement.

1. There is an energy problem existing in the world today.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE NO OPINION AGREE .STRONGLY AGREE

2. Even if an energy, problem exists, there is very little that the average consumer
can do to help reduce the problem.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE NO OPINION AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

3. At current gates of research and development, new technology will soon (25 years
1 or less) provide us with safe, large-scale solutions to the much discussed"-

energy problem.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE NO OPINION AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

4. Populaiioqtgrowth rates have only a small influence on energy-related problems.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE NO OPINION 'AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

5. Americans use more than their "fair, share" of the world's energy resources.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE NO OPINION AGREE STRONGLY AGREE

6. The use of coal could be a long-term solution to the energy problem.

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE' NO OPINION AGREE STORNGLY AGREE

7. Please write one sentence which you feel represents and'summarizes your point
of view concerning the much-discussed energy situation.
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on Energy
and the Environment

Citizens' Workshops are educational programs that give citizens an opportunity to learn more about
energy and environmental needs and problems. Participants get a chance to try their hand at solving
some of the -energy-environme*t prdblems facing the nation today by using arkfinergy-Environment
Simulator.

THE ENERGY- ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
The Energy-Environment Simulator is a specially designed analog computer that simulates real-world
conditions. Energy resources, energy demands, and environmental effects are programmed into the
electronic device. As the clock speeds time by at the rate of a century a minute, participants must make
decisions aboutihe allocation of energy resources. They do this by operating ccintrols on remote panels
in response to the changing situation. The simulator constantly translates these coinmands into new,
conditions. The sequence continues until all the fossil fuels are exhaustedand the game ends.

THE WORKSHOPS
The workshops now being scheduled have as many as three parts: (11 a slide orientation dealing with
the basic facts related to energy problems; (20 decision-making game played by participants using the

nergy-Environment Simulator to observe theeffects of a wide range of decisions involving energy use
and environmental protection; and (3) a feedback session where questions raised by the program are
discussed.

PLANNING A WORKSHOP
Any organization may plan a workshop, which. will be scheduled when equipment and personnel are
available. The ideal number is 25-35 participants, which gives each person a chance to work with the
Energy-Environment Simulator. More participants can be accommodated, however, and the program
has been conducted for as many as 1600. There is no cost for participating in workshops but occasion-
ally a sponsoring organization may be asked20 pay the workshop leader's transportation and expenses.
Each workshop may last from 1 to 3 hours, depending upon the type of program and the amount of time
it takes for the discussion. Abbreviated programs can be arranged where time-is limited. In service
clubs, for example, that meet during the %Lon hour, the program may simply consist of a brief discus-
sion and a demonstration of the Energy -En rronrnent Simulator. .

.SPONSORSHIP
Citizens' Workshops are operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by selected educational and re-
search institutions. The activities of these institutions are coordinated by the Northwest College and
University Association for Science located in Richland, Washington. One of a number of public informa-

.tion programs sponsored by the DOE, Citizens' Workshops are designed to create an awareness of cur-
rent energy problems; possible solutions and environmental consequences. Leaders are encouraged to
present facts in 'a responsible manner and to avoid the advocacy of special "solutions" or "causes."
With an emphasis upon the broad perspective, Citizens' Workshops are concerned with the total energy
picture.

HOST REQUIREMENTS
Local organizations wishing to sponsor a workshop are asked to provide a suitable place for the work-

, shop and to support the program by encouraging its members to participate. Since timely publicity will
amplify the educational effect of the workshop, sponsors are requested to assist.in, publicity arrange-

."'

ments such as contacting the media, scheduling interviews with the workshop leader, and arranging
local coverage. The workshop leader will furnish publicity materials.
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Citizens' Workshops
on Energy

and the Environment

Citizens' Workshop
To arrange for a Citizens' Work-
shop_ presentation, contact the
workshop leader nearest you.
(The workshop leader nearest
to you may be in a neighboring
state.)

Additionhl assistance is avail-
able from:

DR. JOHN YEGGE
DR. GARY SCHOEPFLIN
NORCUS
100 Sprout Rd.
Richland, WA 99352
(509) 946-3588

M or

Office of Public Affairs
/ (Communication

-Services)
/ U. S. Department of Energy

Washington, D. C. 20545
(301) 353-4357

Alabama
Dr. MARLLIN L. SIMON
Auburn U.
Dept. of Physics
Auburn, AL 36830
(205) 826-4264

Alaska
Mr. JAMES FREDRICKSON
Alaska St. Division of Energy

and Power Development
7th Floor, MacKay Bldg.
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 277-7641

Arizona
Dr. RAYMOND TAMPPARI
Northern Arizona U.
Box 5640
Flagstaff. AZ 86011
(602) 523-2007

Dr. ROGER CALDWELL
U. Arizona
Council for Environmental

Studies
College of Agriculture
Tucson. AZ 85721
(602) 884-3576

Arkansas
Dr. DAN MATHEWS
U. Arkansas
Graduate Institute of Technology
P.O. Box 3017

. LittItRock. AR 72203
(501) 375-7247

California
-1 Dr. JOHN HUSEBY

California St. U./Obico,
Computer Center
Chico, CA 95929
(916) 895-5337

Dr. SUKHBIR MAHAJAN
California St. U./Sacramento
Physics Department
Sacramento, CA 95819
(916) 454-6245

Dr. NORMAN CONGER
Fullerton C.
321 E. Chapman Avenue
Fullerton, CA 92634
(714) 871-8000 Ext. 269

Dr. GERALD THOMAS
San Francisco St. U.
Department of.Chemistry
San Francisco. CA 94132
(415) 469-1233 or 697-4172

Colorado
Capt. RONALD CHANNELL
Capt. RONALD E. WATRUS
U.S. Air Force Academy/DFCBS
U.S. Air Force Academy, CO

80840
(303) 472-2385 or -2960

;
Florida

Dr. GERARD VENTRE
Florida Technological U.
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando. FL 32816
(305) 275-2416

Georgia
Dr. THOMAS RICHARbSON
North Georgia C.
Dahlonega. GA 3Q533
(404) 864-3391

Dr. GORDON KILPATRICK
Truett-McConnell C.
P.O. Box 35
Cleveland, GA 30528
(404) 865-2134 or -3825

Hawaii
1- Dr. PATRICK TAKAHASHI

U.1-lawaii/Manoa
2540 Dole Street
Honolulu, HI 96822
(808) 948-8301

Idaho
Mrs. ELLA MAE WINANS
Boise St. U.
1 91 0 University Drive

. Boise, ID 83707
. (208) 385-1172

Mr. WALLY DRISCOLL
Energy & Man's Environnient
115 N. Polk
Moscow. ID 83843
(208) 882-0397 -

Dr. FRED ROSE
Idaho St. U.

° Biology Department
Pocatello, ID 83201
(208) 236.2650

Dr. MERLE FISHER
RiCks C.
Rexburg, ID 83440
(208) 356-2563

Mr. ROY TAYLOR
Mr. LARRY WILLIAMS
U. Idaho
Dept. of Agricultural Engineering
Moscow. ID 83843
(208) 885-6182

Illinois
Mr. A. B. KRISCIUNAS
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, IL 60439
(312) 739-7711, Ext. 4591
(312) 972-2773 or -2770

Mr. DON RODERICK
Illinois Office of Education
100 N. 1st Street
Springfield, IL 62777
(217).782-0360

Di. ALLEN D. WEAVER
Northern Illinois U.
Physics DepartmeW
DeKalb, IL 60115
(815) 753-1859

;ti

4Indiana
Dr. DALE BALES
Anderson C.
Physics Department
Anderson, IN 46011
(317) 644-0951, Ext. 320'

Mr. WALTER CORY
Indiana U./Bloomington
Morrison Hall 103
Bloomington, IN 47401
(812) 33 -9785

D r. JAMES r .; TY
Indiana U./South Bend
Division of Arts & Sciences
1825 Northside Boulevard
South Berid, IN 46615
(219) 237-4233

Dr. ELMER NUSSBAUM
Taylor U.
Upland. IN 46989
(317) 998-2751. Ext. 233 or 354

Iowa
Mr. MICHAEL LINN
Des Moines Center of Science

& Industry
4500 Grand Avenue
Des Moines, IA 50312
(515) 274-4138

Dr. LELAND WILSON
U. Northern Iowa
Chemistry Department
Cedar Falls. IA 50613

-"z (319) 273-2059

Kansas
Prof. RAY HIGHTOWER:
Kansas St. U.
Nuclear Engineering

Department
Manhattan, KS 66505
(913) 532-5624

Kentucky
Dr. EDMUND G. DEAL
Dr. PERRY W1GLEY
Eastern Kentucky U.
Department of Geology
Richmond, KY 404Z5
(606) 622-2706

Dr. WILLIAM JENKINS
Westem Kentucky U.
Department of Government
Bowling Green. KY 42101
(502) 745 -4558

Louisiana
Mr. TROY McOUEEN
Louisiana St.
Baton Rouge. LA-0803
(504) 388-2037 or -2821

Maine
Dr. JOLYON SPROWLES
Bates G.
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 784-4141

Ma land
r. GARY SMITH
. Maryland

Dept. of Agricultural Engine
College Park, MD 2(742
(301) 454-3901

Massachusetts
MAXYNE SCHNEIDER. SSJ.
C. of Our Lady of the Elms
Chicopee, MA ourip
(413) 598-8351. Exf. 25

Dr. PETER BALL
Westfield St. C.
Westfield. MA 01085
(413) X68 -3311, Ext. 310

Michiga
Dr. RNYW KLINE
L sing Community C.
ngineering Technology Del

4193Capital Avenue
Lansing, MI 48914
(517) 373-9975 or -7013

Dr. THOMAS ELLIS
Michigan Technological U.
Houghton, MI 49931
(906) 487-2270

Dr. DAVID SOKOLOFF
U. Michigan/Dearbom
C. of Arts. Sciences.and Lett
4901 Evergreen Road
Dearborn. MI 48128
(313) 271-2300, Ext. 369 or,

Ext. 309
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Association for Science

Minnesota
Dr. RICHARD MEIEROTTO
CAN St. Thomas
2115 Summit Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55105
(612) 647-5000

Dr. CHET SAUTTER
Concordia C.
Physics Department
901 South 8th Street
Moorhead, MN 56560
121 8) 299-4611

Mr. DAVID FRADIN
. Environmental Balance

Association
1030 Minnesota Building
St. Paul. MN 55101
(612) 222-1845

Mississippi
Dr. JACK CARROLL
Mississippi St. U.
P.O. Box 5406
Mississippi State. MS 39762
(601) 325-3131

Missouri
Dr. 'DENMAN EVANS
Northeast Missouri SI. U.
Science Division
Kirics011e, MO 63501
(816) 665-5121-. Ext. 7204

Dr. WALTER MEYER
Dr. WILLIAM MILLER
U. Missouri/Columbia
1026 Engineering
Columbia, MO 65201
(314) 882-3550

Dr. ALBERT E. BOLON
U. Missouri/Rolla.
cio Energy Simulator
Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 341-4720

Dr. CHARLES GRANGER
U. Missouri/St. Louis

k. 8001 Mural Bridge
St. Louis, MO 63121
(314) 453-5811

A"-na
Mr. THOMAS H. PELLETIER
Montana Energy Research and

Development Institute
P.O. Box 3809
Butte,-MT 59701
(406) 494-4569

Dr. LARRY KIRKPATRICK
Montana St. U.
Department of Physics

-Bozeman. MT 59715
(406) 994-3614 or -4912

lebraska
Mr. DEAN METZ .
Wayhe St. C.
Physics Department

, Wayne, NB 68787
(402) 375-2200, Ext. 358 .

Nevada
Dr. ROBERT 141cKEE
U. Nevada/Reno
Mechanical Engineering
Reno, NV 89507
(702) 784-6880

New Hampshire ,
Mr. WILLIAM A. HATT
New England C.
Henniker. NH 03242
(603) 428-2338

Dr. ROBERT H. FREY
Plymouth St. C.
Plymouth, NH 03264
(603) 536-1550, Ext. 324

New Mexico -
Mr. WILSON POLLARD
National Atomic Museum
Albuquerque, NM 87115
(50.7) 264-4223 or -8443

Dr. RONALD KNIEF
U. New Mexico
Dept. of Chem. & Nuclear

Engineering
Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-5431

New York
Dr. PAUL KRAMER
C. W. Post C.
Physics Department
Greenvale. NY 11548
(516) 299-2495

Ms. JOAN MUNZER
New York Hall of Science
P.O. Box 1032, Flushing

Meadow Park
Flushing, NY 11352
(212) 699-9400

Dr. PETER DRAGO
,U.S. Merchant Marine Academy

- Steamboat Road
Kings Point. NY 11024,
(516) 482-8200 .

North Carolina
Dr. JOSE D'ARRUDA
Pembroke St. U.
Department of Physics
Pembroke, NC 28372
, (919) 521-4214, Ext. 247

North Dakota
Dr. DWIGHT CONNOR
North Dakota Energy Manage-

rhent and Stonservation Office
1533 North 1 h Street
Bismarck, ND 58501
(701) 224-2250

Ohio
Mr. RICHARD STAGLIANO
Cuyahoga Community C.
11000 Pleasant Valley Road
Parma, OH 44130
(216)845-4000. Ext. 300

Dr. RUDY GERLACH
Muskingum C.
New Concord, OH 43734
(614) 826-8234

Dr. NELSON SARTORIS
Wittenberg U.
Springfield. OH 45501
(513) 327-7432

Oklahorr4t
Dr. JEROME McCOY
U. Tulsa
Department of Physics
Tulsa, OK 74104
(918) 939-6351, Ext. 515

Oregon
Mr. HAROLD WIK .

Beaverton Schools
Box 200
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 649-0467

.Dr. RICHARD HRMENS
Dr. KENDALL BAXTER
Eastern Oregon St. U.
LaGrande, OR 97850
(503) 963-2171, Ext 322

,Dr. ED FLORANCE -
Lewis & Clark C.
0615 S.W: Palatine Hill Road
Portland, OR 97219
(503) 244-6161, Ext. 316

Ms. SARAH ASBY
Oregon Miiseum of Science

and Industry
40155.W. Canyon Road
Portland, OR 97221
(503) 248-5920

Dr. GILES MALOFF
Oregon St. U.
Math Department
Corvallis, OR 97331
(503) 754-4686

Dr'. DAVID CLARK
Portland St. U.
P.O. Box 751
Portland, OR 97207
(503)"229-4240

Pennsylvania
Mr. GUNTHER COHN
Franklin Institute
Benjamin Franklin Parkway
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 448-1236

Dr. FRANK FAZIO
Indiana U. of Pennsylvania-

,230 Weyandt Halt
Indiana. 'A 51701
(412).357-2364

Dr. DAVID DUNLOP
U. Pittsburgh/Joht 'i stown
112 Biddle Hall
Johnstown.-PA 15904
(814) 266-9.061. Ext. 342

South Carolina
Dr. BILL YAABOROUGH
Presbyterian C.
Math-P'hysics Dept.
Clinton, SC 29325
(803) 833-2820, Ext. 322

Mr. D. M. PEEK
Savannah River Operations

Office -
P.O. Box A
Aiken, SC 29801
(803) 824-6331, Ext. 2889

South Dakota
Dr. HENRY GEHRKE
South Dakota St. U.,,
Dept. of Chemistry
Brookings, SD 57007,

688-5151
.

Tenn ssee
Prof. HENRY RANSOM
U. Tennessee/Chattanooga
Physics Dept.
Chattanooga, TN 37401
(615) 755-4257 or -4545

Texas
Dr. KERBY LaPRADE
East Texas St. U.
Department of Earth Sciences
Commerce, TX 75428
(214) 468-2245

Dr. MIKE LOWENSTEIN
Navarro C.
Box 1170
Corsicana, TX 75110
(214) 874-6501

Dr. ROBERT M. JONES
Dr. JOHN STEINBRINK
U. Houston/Clear Lake City
2700 Bay Area Boulevard
Houston, TX 77058
(713) 488-9290

Utah
Mr. JAMES BYRNE'
Dr. GARY SANDQUIST
U. Utah
Mechanical Engineering

Department
Salt Lake City. UT 84112
(801) 581-7372

Virginia
Dr. DALE METCALF
U. Virginia
P.O. Box 3901, University

'Station
Charlottesville. VA 22901
(804) 924-7136

Dr. SAM BOWEN
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and State University
107 Robeson. Hall
Blacksburg, VA 24061
(703)951.6518
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Washington
Ms. DOROTHY DAY
Mr. CHUCK ROBERTSON

-Bellevue CoMmunity C.
Division of Science
Bellevue, WA 98007
(206) 641-2321c,

Mr. ED PARENTS c,

Center for Environmental
Understanding

Box 332
Spokane, WA 99210 -
(509) 359-2355

Dr. JOHN ELLIS
Centralia C.
Centralia, WA 98531
(206) 7.36-9391

Dr. DALE R. COMSTOCK
Central Washington U.
The Grbduate School &

Research
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 963-3101

Or. DONALD LYNCH
Colunibla Basin C.
2600 North 20th
Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-0511

Dr. GORDON MARTINEN
Mr. MIKE MERCER
Eastern Washington U.
Center for Economic Education
Cheney, WA 99004
(509) 359-2243 or -7021

\--Mr.-.L.E WILHELMI
Hanfoi'd Science Center
Richland, WA 99352
(509) 942-6374

Dr. JOEL SCAAF
Lower Columbia C.
Longview, WA 98632
(206) 577-2357

Dr. JOHN HERZOG
Pacific Lutheran U.
Math Department
Tacoma, WA 98447
(206) 531-6900, Ext. 895

Mr. DAVE TAYLOR
Pacific-Science Center
200 2nd Avenue N.
Seattle, WA 98109
(206) 624-8140 Wisconsin

Dr. RICHARD BAYER
Dr. RAY WENDLAND
Carroll Q.
Chemistry Department
Waukesha, WI 53186
(414) 547-1211 .

Dr.-BARRY HYMAN.
U. Washington
316 Guggenheim FS-15
Seattle, WA 99164
(206) 503-7029

Ms. LINDA BOND
Washington St. Energy Office
157 So. Howard
Spokane, WA 99204

- (509) 456-6308

Dr. DAVID R. STRONCK
Washington St. U.
Program in General Biology
Pullman, WA 99164
(509) 335-1628 or -8649

West Virginia
Dr. RUDY FILEK
West Virginia U.
203 Coliseum
Center for Extension &

Continuing Education
Morgantown, WV 26505
(L04) 293-5691

-7
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Dr. NANCY SELL
U. Wisconsin/Green Bay
College of Environmental

Sciences
Green Bay, WI 54302
(414) 465-2371.

Dr. DELL FYSTROM
U. Wisconson/La Crosse
Department of Physics
It Crosse, WI 54601
(608) 785-8431

Dr. GEORGE KUNG \
U. Wisconsin/Stevens Point
Department of Mathematics
Stevens Point, WI 54481
(715) 346-21V

Wyoming
Dr. JOHN STEADMAN
U. Wyoming
Box 3295, University Station
Laramie, WY 82071
(307) 766-6104
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